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After Sa Pa, Bac Ha District is the second most commonly 
visited district in Lao Cai Province. Tourist numbers have 
increased in recent years, with many tourists making day 
trips from Sa Pa. The district welcomes approximately 
9,000 tourists per month, of which 400 stay overnight. 
Approximately 50% of all tour bookings to the district visit 
and/or stay at the Bac Ha Flower Valley of Viet Tu.  

Viet Tu plans to build a further 18 guesthouses, 
establish a handicraft market, host cultural 
performances, develop satellite flower and plum 
gardens, establish 10 community-managed homestays 
and motorbike taxi services. Viet Tu also aims to 
connect local vegetable producers to these tourist 
services, creating a new local market for the agriculture 
sector. Many of these initiatives have the potential to 
include and encourage the economic participation of 
ethnic minority women.

A strong tourism destination requires a mix of 
accommodation, activities and entertainment options 
to attract visitors. The Bac Ha tourism industry needs 
to develop all of these elements if visitors are to be 
encouraged to stay longer than a day. This development will 
require careful planning and coordination with all relevant 
stakeholders. 

Currently, the required industry skills are not always 
available locally, and significant capacity development 
across the tourism sector is required. For ethnic minority 
women in Bac Ha, a lack of support services, lower levels of 
education and limited language skills serve as obstacles to 
improved income and job opportunities.

Opportunity Challenges

Solutions for Change Expected Results

 » Increased income for 470 people, including 360 ethnic 
minority women

 » 43 jobs created for women

 » Minimum 80% of women report increased confidence

 » Private sector contribution: AUD 556,821

 » Development of tourism infrastructure, including 
accommodation and attractions

 » Improved service provision through skills development 
and training

 » Tourism and hospitality training and support for plum-
growing households

 » Improved destination marketing
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